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HONG KONG MERCHANT SHIPPING INFORMATION NOTE

Grounding of vessel when anchoring
To : Shipowners, Ship Managers, Ship Operators, Masters and Officers

Summary
A Hong Kong registered ship went aground in anchorage of Antofagasta, Chile due to
relying solely on GPS positioning information. Ship bottom was ruptured which resulted
in oil pollution. This Information Note draws the attention of the shipowners, ship
managers, ship operators, masters and officers to the lessons learnt from the accident.

The Incident
1.
A Hong Kong registered bulk carrier arrived at Antofagasta, Chile in ballast condition,
with draft of 3.75 meters at forward and 5.55 meters at aft. The master received instruction
from local port control to drop anchor in a position of 23° 37.60’ S, 70° 24.00’ W. The master
marked the assigned anchoring position on radar screen and maneuvered the vessel towards that
position accordingly.
2.
Upon arriving at the position marked on the radar screen, the vessel dropped the port
anchor with 5 shackles in water. When the master realized that the vessel was actually in the
position of 23° 37.25’ S, 70° 24.03’ W and close to shallow water, he ordered to heave up anchor
and used various movements of engine and rudder. About 4 minutes later, the vessel grounded
firmly on a shoal of 5 meters in depth, and got its bottom hull ruptured consequently. The
vessel was re-floated at about 4 hours later. A considerable amount of fuel oil escaped into the
water contaminating the seas and the coast.
3.

The investigation revealed the following contributory factors of the accident:
a)
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the master incorrectly marked the designated anchor position on the radar screen
and used it as an aid for anchoring. He did not verify the input to ensure that it
was correct; and
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b)

the bridge resource management was not effective, and members of the bridge
team was not cooperated effectively. As a result, the bridge team was not
aware of that the vessel ran into the wrong position for anchoring.

Lessons learnt
4.
It is important that officers on board must cross check the ship’s position by all
available means appropriate to the prevailing circumstances.
5.
The attention of the shipowners, ship managers, ship operators, masters and officers is
drawn on the lessons learnt above.
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